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Write the form of the verb that agrees with the 
subject. 
 

1. The lights ___turn___ on 

automatically. (to turn)  

 

2. The phone __________ three times before the 

 answering machine picks up. (to ring) 

 

3. James _________ his bed every day. (to make) 

4. Kindness __________ a long way with people. (to go) 

5. Spring __________ winter. (to follow) 

6. Every day, they __________ to put their books in their bag. (to 

remember) 

 

7. We ____________ at the gym in the afternoon. (to exercise) 

8. You __________ your clothes by separate colors. (to sort) 

9. I __________ all the options before I write my answer. (to consider) 

10. She __________ her teeth in the morning and at night. (to brush) 

11. Her friend __________ all the time. (to smile) 

12. We __________ at our desk when we are in the class. (to sit) 

 
 
 
 

Example:  (to run)  
Johnny runs 

The boys run 
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Answers 
 

1. The lights ___turn___ on automatically. (to turn) 

 

2. The phone ___rings___ three times before the answering machine 

picks up. (to ring) 

 

3. James ___makes___ his bed every day. (to make) 

4. Kindness ___goes___ a long way with people. (to go) 

5. Spring ___follows___ winter. (to follow) 

6. Every day, they ___remember___ to put their books in their bag. (to 

remember) 

 

7. We ___exercise___ at the gym in the afternoon. (to exercise) 

8. You ___sort___ your clothes by separate colors. (to sort) 

9. I _consider_ all the options before I write my answer. (to consider) 

10. She ___brushes__ her teeth in the morning and at night. (to brush) 

11. Her friend ___smiles___ all the time. (to smile) 

12. We ___sit___ at our desk when we are in the class. (to sit) 
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